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Equilibrium Theater Company

Buen Viaje Dance Company
CAST

Rachel Hardy
“Devlin Glover”

Drew Blanton
“Albert Glover”
(Devlin’s father)

Bridgett Marshall
“DJDJ”

Esmeralda Aguilara-Cernius
“Mama J”

Mark Jones
“Tommy Fife”
(Mama J’s son)

James Sobczak
“Jack
Tinybones”
(Host)

THE CHAMBERS FAMILY

Lydia Peterson
“Mom Daylily”

Adam Smith
“Dad Lunar”

Philip With
“Little Bro Elvis”

Brittania Chavez
“Sister Reba”

Marc Frye
“Big Bro Kurt”

Director: Kate Costello
Co-directors:
Blake Magnusson
Andie Rigler

EQUILIBRIUM THEATER COMPANY
THE FAMILY MOOD: THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE HEART

Family Mood: The Relationship of the Heart follows the eye-opening journey of Tommy Fife, a person who doesn’t know what to do or say about the feelings of the person sitting next to him, a stranger who has lost her dog. Emotions are brought to comic life on The Family Mood, a game show where the five contestants, members of the Chambers family, guess each other’s emotions, leading Tommy on a journey toward deeper understanding of his own family as well as everybody else around him — whether glad, mad, sad or scared!
Buen Viaje Dance Company

SOUVENIRS

BVD would like to thank all of our family and friends who support our dance spirit! Thank you Bill Zimmer for all your creative investigation and mighty creative energy! Thanks to Linda Ervin for your awesome contribution in making our costumes and props a reality; Thank you Karen Davisson for helping make our triplets great; the N4th Theater staff and techs for your amazing hard and creative work; Bryn for your blessings; Cynthia Gomez and Carolina Yahne for your support and love. Here's to another successful year!

DANCERS

Theo Arellano
Grace Chacon
Brittania Chavez
Annette Garcia
Eddie Lucero
Cindy Luna
Jason Luna

Sammy Maldonado
Lydia Peterson
Diana Phillips
Catalina Rael
Tonya Rivera
Ryan Ruiz
Phil With

Artistic Director-
Margarita Ortega y Gomez

Linda Ervin
Bradd Howard
Bill Zimmer
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